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                        HOW IT WORKS
                        
                            
                                PRODUCTS
                            

                            
                                                                
                                    mini organic tampons
                                
                                                                
                                    regular organic tampons
                                
                                                                
                                    super organic tampons
                                
                                                                
                                    regular organic pads
                                
                                                                
                                    super organic pads
                                
                                                                
                                    organic panty liners
                                
                                                                
                                    juuni sheet mask
                                
                                                                
                                    spot nix acne patches
                                
                                                                
                                    Beat the breakout sheet mask
                                
                                                                
                                    zit-busting combo pack
                                
                                                            

                        

                        
                            WHY ORGANIC?
                        
                        donate
                        dr juuni
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        regular organic tampons

        for medium-flow days

        $3.99
            / 10 pack


                    
                This little box contains 10 very good, very useful tampons. They won’t stop you inhaling an entire box of chocolate (PMS sucks), but they will make your period easy as. Just don’t flush them down the loo or wear as earrings…

	100% certified organic cotton with an organic cotton string
	No synthetics or dyes
	Suitable for sensitive skin
	Cruelty-free and vegan
	100% biodegradable (except for the plastic wrap - we kinda need that for hygiene)
	Approx. 11g absorbency
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            you'll also love…
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                                    mini organic tampons

                                    $3.99
                                        / 10 pack
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                                    super organic tampons

                                    $3.99
                                        / 10 pack
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                                    regular organic pads

                                    $3.20
                                        / 5 pack
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                                    super organic pads

                                    $3.20
                                        / 5 pack
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                                    organic panty liners

                                    $3.20
                                        / 10 pack
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                                    juuni sheet mask

                                    $8.95
                                        / 1 pack
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                                    spot nix acne patches

                                    $8.95
                                        / 24 pack
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                                    Beat the breakout sheet mask

                                    $8.95
                                        / 1 pack
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                                    zit-busting combo pack

                                    $14.95
                                        / 1 pack

                                
                            

                                                                        

                

            

        

    





    
        
            
                FE-MAIL!

                    Sign-up to get weekly doses of life-spiration. (We promise we won’t use that word anymore. Hand. To. Heart.)
                


                
                    
                        
                            
                        


                        
                            
                                sign me up!
                            
                        

                        

                    

                

                
                    Boom, gal! Stand by for email awesomeness...
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